Abstract
Introduction
The electromagnetic anomaly observations before earthquake, have been confirmed by many cases of strong earthquakes. The analysis of earthquake magnetic anomaly is an effective approach for seismo-precursor detection. Traditional point detection on the ground and near-earth electromagnetic detection onboard electromagnetic satellites are more used to observe electromagnetic anomaly. However, above two ways suffer from poor maneuverability and limited coverage. Recently, the aero electromagnetic observation system, onboard air travelling vehicles, are also used. They can improve the drawbacks of above two approaches, and is thus an irreplaceable constitution in a joint aeromagnetic field survey network. However, how to get prognostics information from avionics earthquake electromagnetic observation system is very important and difficult. Since the observed dataset is very huge, thus, data mining can be a powerful technique for discover anomalies associated with earthquakes. patterns [23] . As analyzed in [23] , discovering subspace DC patterns is more valuable than traditional DC patterns. Therefore, [23] proposed a general algorithm, SDC, to mine subspace differential co-expression (SDC) patterns, which are co-expressed over a large percent of the conditions in one microarray dataset, but in a much smaller percent of conditions in the other microarray dataset. However, using SDC algorithm to mine subspace differential co-expression patterns presents the following drawbacks. Firstly, it adopts the Apriori framework to generate SDC patterns, which is very time-consuming. Secondly, according to the definition of SDC, SDC generates subspace differential co-expression patterns needing to mine twice. One is to mine SDC patterns which are co-expressed a large percent of the conditions in dataset A and less percent of conditions in dataset B. The other is to mine SDC patterns which are co-expressed a large percent of the conditions in dataset B and less percent of conditions in dataset A. The overview of SDC algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . Finally, in order to prune non-interesting patterns, all the candidate patterns are maintained in memory for checking, which must reduce the space usage.
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Figure 2. The Process of MSPattern Discovering Maximal SDC Patterns in Two Microarray Datasets
According to above analysis and in hopes of overcoming the limitations of traditional subspace differential co-expression pattern mining method, we propose an efficient mining algorithm, MSPattern, to infer Maximal Subspace differential co-related Pattern. Instead of using double checking method to generate SDC patterns, we propose to mine SDC patterns in a weighted undirected gene-gene relational graph. The process of MSPattern mining subspace differential patterns in two microarray datasets is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Our MSPattern algorithm can be extended to discover maximal SDC patterns without candidate maintenance in multiple microarray datasets. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
 We propose to mine SDC patterns in the weighted undirected gene-gene relational graph, which can avoid traditional double times checking method.  Instead of using Apriori framework to mine SDC patterns, MSPattern is proposed by using depth-first and gene-growth method to generate SDC patterns efficiently.
 Without using traditional candidate maintenance-and-test scheme to generate maximal patterns, MSPattern uses efficient pruning technique to generate maximal SDC patterns without candidate SDC patterns maintenance.  MSPattern algorithm can mine SDC patterns in multiple microarray datasets.
Problem Definition
The subspace differential co-expression algorithm is proposed to mine the microarray dataset, which is a matrix. The observed electromagnetic anomaly matrix data is similar to microarray data. The differences are the column represents the sampling time, the row represents the point on the ground. The values in the matrix are observed electromagnetic real-valued number. The mining observed electromagnetic anomaly matrix is similar to microarray analysis. The mining purpose of above datasets is to mine subspace differential co-expression patterns.
The microarray is denoted as D C G  , where the column C represents the different experimental conditions, and the row G represents genes. The element value of ij D is a real value which is the expression level of gene i under condition j. |D| is the total number of experimental conditions in D. Given two microarray datasets, A and B, where AD  and BD  . In this paper, each gene expression value in real microarray data would be discretized as one of the three values: 1, -1 and 0, which denotes up-expressed, down-expressed and non-expressed, respectively, as shown in Table 1 . Therefore, the relations between gene X and gene Y can be respectively defined as shown in the following definition. Therefore, any pair of genes in one pattern must be positive co-expression or negative co-expression. For clarity, the samples, under which the genes are coexpressed, are claimed as co-expressed samples. In this paper, we mine subspace differential co-expression patterns between two microarray datasets by using the following definition [23] : Definition 2. Given one gene set P ( PG  ), the support of subspace differential coexpression pattern P is defined as follow: is the maximal percent of samples in dataset B on which a size-2 subset of P is co-expressed. According to the above definition, mining all the SDC patterns in two microarray datasets needs to run procedure twice. One is to discover a set of genes which are coexpressed on a much larger percent of conditions in dataset A compared to the coexpression on any size-2 subset of P in dataset B. The other is to mine a set of genes which are co-expressed on a much larger percent of conditions in dataset B compared to the co-expression on any size-2 subset of P in dataset A. In this paper, a pattern is interesting if its subspace differential co-expression support is no less than a user-defined minimum threshold. Our goal is to mine maximal SDC patterns without candidate maintenance in two matrix datasets. The detail of how to produce such SDC patterns will be illustrated in the next section.
Mining Maximal SDC Patterns

Construct the Weighted Undirected Gene-gene Relational Graph
Based on the definition of SDC, if one pattern satisfies the SDC support threshold, any subset of such pattern must satisfy the threshold. Therefore, SDC pattern has the anti-monotonicity property, which motivates us to generate maximal SDC pattern by depth-first method. However, SDC support is different from traditional support. It needs to compute the maximal percent of samples in the other dataset on which a size-2 subset of this pattern is co-expressed. If we adopt traditional depth-first method to mine maximal SDC patterns, it would be very time -consuming. Therefore, we first generate all the patterns which contain a pair of genes. And the coexpressed samples in each dataset would be stored. The reason is that larger pa tterns can be generated by using the weighted value. The detail of mining procedure will be illustrated in the Section 3.2.
In our method, we mine SDC patterns by using weighted undirected gene-gene relational graph (WUGraph), which is similar to the weighted directed range multigraph in [13, 14] . The definition of WUGraph is shown as following: Definition 3. The weighted undirected gene-gene relational graph R={E, V, W}, each vertex V i in the graph represent an unique gene, there exists an edge E ij between a pair of genes V i and V j only if both genes are co-expressed and weighted item set W ij of a pair of genes is the samples under which are co-expressed in both vertexes genes. For clarity, W ij is denoted as V i V j .Sample.
When mining SDC pattern in two microarray datasets, SDC pattern may have two coexpressed samples: one is a large percent of the samples in one microarray dataset, the other is a much smaller percent of samples in the other microarray dataset. For clarity, above samples are denoted as PSample and NSample, respectively. Therefore, all the coexpressed samples would also be stored. For example, SDC(G 1 G 2 )=0. 8- According to the definition 2, the SDC value of a pair of genes may be positive or negative when mining two microarray datasets. The reason is that, if the SDC value is positive, P is co-expressed over a large percent of the conditions in dataset A, but in a much smaller percent of conditions in dataset B; on the contrary, if the SDC value is negative, P is co-expressed over a large percent of the conditions in dataset B, but in a much smaller percent of conditions in dataset A. For clarity, the coexpressed samples between a pair of genes in the WUGraph are denoted as "aPSample/NSample, bPSample/NSample". For example, supposed the SDC support is 0.6, the WUGraph which is constructed from Table 1 and Table 2 , is shown in Fig.  3 . Table 1 and Table 2 
Mining maximal SDC Patterns in Two Microarray Datasets
In this section, we discuss mining maximal SDC patterns in two microarray datasets. We present two algorithms. The first algorithm, DEP, is rudimentary. The second algorithm, MSPattern, exploits several effective techniques to achieve efficient mining maximal SDC patterns without candidate maintenance.
A Rudimentary Algorithm:
In this section, we will introduce how DEP algorithm finding all the SDC patterns by using gene-growth method from above gene pairs. Before the algorithm is presented, let us analyze previous algorithm for mining SDC patterns. Traditional algorithm to mine SDC pattern needs to mine twice times. One is to generate patterns which are co-expressed over a large percent of the conditions in dataset A, but in a much smaller percent of conditions in dataset B. The other is to mine patterns is co-expressed over a large percent of the conditions in dataset B, but in a much smaller percent of conditions in dataset A. Such double checking method is less efficient and more time consuming. DEP algorithm exploits a fundamental different approach from previous works. It mines SDC patterns between two datasets simultaneously. The algorithm of DEP is outlined in Algorithm 1 and illustrated as follow. The process of DEP mining maximal SDC patterns in two datasets: Table 1 and Table 2 , is illustrated in Fig. 4 . It shows that DEP needs to produce all the SDC patterns firstly. Then the maximal ones would be output based on definition. Output: The complete set of all the maximal subspace differential co -expression patterns. 
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the SDC support of a pair of genes may be positive or negative, which illustrates mining SDC patterns from dataset A to B, or from dataset B to A, respectively. Therefore, if the SDC support of firstly extending gene pair is positive, the SDC support between candidate gene and any gene of the extending pattern should also be positive. If the SDC support of firstly extending gene pair is negative, the SDC support between candidate gene and any gene of the extending pattern should also be negative.
Then we will introduce how MSPattern mines maximal SDC patterns without candidate maintenance. Traditional maximal or closed pattern mining without candidate maintenance method is backward checking. If there is existed another priori candidate gene (priori candidate gene was extended by the current extending pattern) which contains the information of the current extended candidate gene, the current extended gene would be pruned [14] . However, the candidate cannot satisfy all the situations in Lemma 1, but there may be existed a priori candidate which can extend the current candidate. Therefore, the current candidate can be extended to the current extending SDC pattern, but it cannot be output. The following lemma can guarantee MSPattern not outputting non-maximal SDC patterns.
Lemma 2. Given P be the current SDC pattern, M is the candidate set of P and N is the priori candidate set of P. Supposed the current candidate item is M i , i MM  , and N j is a priori candidate item where j NN  . If M i does not satisfy Lemma 1 and PM i N j is SDC pattern, M i can be extended to P and PM i cannot be output.
According to the above lemmas and definitions, MSPattern algorithm is designed for mining maximal SDC patterns without candidate SDC patterns maintenance in the memory. It adopts the gene-growth and depth-first technique to generate SDC patterns. Algorithm 2 illustrates the framework of our MSPattern algorithm. The giving example for mining maximal SDC patterns without candidate maintenance in two datasets in Table 1 and Table 2 , is illustrated as shown in Fig. 5 
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Experimental Results
In this section, several experiments would be presented to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of MSPattern algorithm to find maximal SDC patterns. All approaches are implemented in Visual C++ and evaluated on an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 2.53GHz Duo CPU and 4G RAM running Windows 7.
The Performance of MSPattern Algorithm in the Observed Electromagnetic Anomaly Datasets
In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, we gathered geomagnetic threecomponent datas on five fixed stations on the ground, that is Jiayuguan, Lanzhou, Qian tomb, Tianshui and Xichang from 00:00:00 on January 1, 2008 to 23:59:59 on November 30, 2008; data of the sampling frequency is seconds. Due to the biggest change which is the impact from the earthquake to the earth's magnetic field is the biggest is the vertical component, therefore, this chapter uses MSPattern algorithm for mining and analyzing the vertical component of geomagnetic data from fixed stations in two adjacent periods. In order to reduce the difficulty of the analysis, we preprocess the original sampling data respectively to 5 minutes, calculation method is averaging all the second sample to 5 minutes. At the same time, the raw data classified by month, every month of data contained in the above five fixed stations.
Then we will present how to quantize the real-valued datasets. The original real-valued dataset is discretized by using k-means clustering algorithm [24] , which is used to cluster the real expression values of each gene. And each cluster will be represented by a single value. In this paper, we use three values which are 1, -1 and 0, to represent the expression of each gene. Such three values mean the gene is positive expressed, negative expressed and non-expressed, respectively. In k-means clustering algorithm, we will choose three initial centers for each cluster. According to the procedure of k-means clustering, running it several times may produce different clusters. In order to escape of such effect, we run kmeans clustering algorithm n times for each gene and compute the Sum of Squared Error (SSE) for each result [24] . Then the best result for the discretization will be used. In this experiments, we used n=10.
MSPattern algorithm can mine differential station patterns which meet differential support threshold in the fixed stations between two adjacent months geomagnetic datasets, as shown in table 3. Among them, the "JYG01" stands for Jiayuguan station, "LZ02" stands for Lanzhou station, "QL03" stands for the Qian tomb stations, "TS04" stands for Tianshui station, "XC05" stands for Xichang station; "+" stands for the differential relationship between stations is positive correlation, "-" stands for the differential relationship between stations is negative correlation; the set of real value after the ":" is the differential support. From the result of the table 2, in addition to the difference exists between January and February datasets, in the remaining months, the patterns of post month is differential to the previous month. There may be two reasons: (1) the influence of the sun to the earth's magnetic field; (2) there may be abnormal factors leading to continuous changes in the interior of the earth magnetic field. However, these two reasons will lead to different results of the change in magnetic field. If the changes in the earth's magnetic field is caused by sun, all stations will be affected, the value collected from the fixed stations are all high or low, the results of mining are shown in table 3 shown in the second row and the third from bottom line. If the reason which is leading to the change of the interior of the earth's magnetic field is some abnormal factors, influence of stations will be different, some stations will have big influences, and some stations will have small influences. The influence level depends on the size of the abnormal station distance from the source location, the closer distance, the greater the impact, the farther the distance, the smaller the impact.
From the results of the differential station patters which are mined in different adjacent months from table 2, Wenchuan earthquake was happened in May, so we can mine more differential station patterns between May with April and May with June . But from the results of the mining before earthquake happened, there exist different size of differential patterns and these patterns are existed in regional stations, but not all. From the results of the Wenchuan earthquake in May, the differences in station patters may be caused by the earthquake preparation stage before May. And from the point of the position of the five stations, the distance between Xichang station and Wenchuan is the smallest, so the influence of Xichang station on Wenchuan is the largest. After the Wenchuan earthquake happened in May, therefore, the relationship between Xichang station with other stations is changed from positive correlation to the negative correlation.
Major earthquake will impact the crustal structure greater, there usually be numerous aftershocks in 1 to 2 months after the earthquake, and the aftershocks will also affect the magnetic field, thus it resulted in the differential patterns between the regional stations in June, July and August. From October, November and December, we can see that all stations have differences which may be caused by a geomagnetic variation due to the sun, so it belongs to the normal phenomenon. Although we don't mine the patterns in all stations in October and November, but there is no negative correlation in the patterns, so it may also belong to the differences caused by the sun.
From the results of the analysis above, using method of mining all the differential station patterns before earthquake can predict near which station the earthquake will happen. The prediction accuracy depends on the number of stations, consistency and the geomagnetic data of stations in long period of time.
Evaluating of MSPattern Algorithm in Microarray Datasets
The famous mice aging gene expression dataset, AGEMAP [6] , would be used for our test dataset. AGEMAP is a database which catalogs changes in gene expression as a function of age in mice. It includes expression changes for 8,932 genes and a number of 16,896 cDNA clones in 16 tissues as a function of age. For each tissue, there are five male and five female mice aged 1, 6, 16, 24 month. In this paper, we only analyze three tissues: Hippocampus, Heart and Gonads. Our goal is to find potential co-expressed genes which are age-related. Therefore, the original mice aging microarray dataset is classified into four classes of aging stage. The first class is an early stage of mice aging (denoted as class C 1 ), 28 experimental conditions belong to this class. The second class is a developing stage of mice aging (class C 2 ), which has 57 experimental conditions. The third class is also one later developing stage of mice aging (class C 3 ), 60 experimental conditions belong to this class. The last class is advanced stage of mice aging (class C 4 ), which has 52 experimental conditions. The quantization of the expression values method is same to 4.1.
In this section, the performance of MSPattern algorithm is compared with the general SDC pattern mining algorithm SDC and DEP. SDC is implemented according to the description in [23] . It adopts a width-first method to produce all the SDC patterns. DEP can be considered as the simple version of MSPattern to find maximal SDC patterns. It uses the concept of MSPattern, but it does not include the Lemma 1 to prune the nonmaximal SDC patterns. Then the maximal SDC patterns generated by MSPattern without pruning method would be output based on the maximal SDC pattern definition.
Then we evaluate above three algorithms on three mice aging periods, which are the period between class C 1 and class C 2 , the period between C 2 and C 3 , and the period between C 3 and C 4 , respectively. Our goal is to identify the potential age-related genes which are subspace differential co-expression between two classes. For clarity, above three mice aging period microarray datasets are denoted as Aging 1, Aging 2 and Aging 3, respectively. Since all the cDNA clones in AGEMAP cannot be potential age-related, [6] collected a list of 305 cDNA clones that are age-related in multiple mouse tissues. In the following experiments, we analyze the subspace differential co-expression patterns discovered on these 305 cDNA clones in each aging period.
We now study the effect of SDC support in the SDC, DEP and MSPattern on the mining effectiveness and efficiency. Fig. 6 to Fig. 8 show runtime of each above algorithm with respect to various SDC supports in each Aging period. It is also shown almost the same ordering of the algorithms for runtime at different SDC support thresholds in different aging periods, "MSPattern<DEP<SDC". MSPattern is more than 10 times faster than SDC at each SDC support threshold in each aging period. Since SDC algorithm adopts the Aprioir-like concept to produce SDC patterns by using width-first procedure, it results in the lowest efficiency. MSPattern is also faster than DEP at almost all the SDC support thresholds, which illustrates the pruning technique based on Lemma 1 can prune non-maximal patterns and improve the mining efficiency. Therefore, MSPattern can find less redundant maximal SDC patterns with more efficiency. However, when SDC support is 0.02 in aging 1, MSPattern (runtime= 2471.625s) is more than DEP (runtime= 2073.088s). The reason is that the SDC patterns which were produced by DEP are almost maximal and have less redundant subset patterns. Therefore, using Lemma 1 to check is time consuming and pruned less redundant patterns.
Since biological data are often noisy, a relatively high SDC support value would result in more reliable SDC patterns. From Fig. 9 , we can see, in each Aging period, when the Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC SDC support increases, the number of SDC patterns decreases dramatically and the runtime also decreases accordingly. It is also shown the same ordering of the total SDC patterns at different SDC support thresholds, "Aging 3<Aging 2<Aging 1". Therefore, the earlier aging period may result in the more potential age-related patterns. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an algorithm, MSPattern, to mine maximal subspace differential co-expression patterns in two matrix datasets efficiently. MSPattern can find maximal SDC patterns without candidate patterns maintenance in memory. Compared with the existing SDC pattern mining algorithm, it is shown that our algorithm is more efficiently. The analysis of earthquake magnetic anomaly is an effective approach for seismo-precursor detection. However, traditional point detection on the ground and nearearth electromagnetic detection onboard electromagnetic satellites suffer from poor maneuverability and limited coverage. Using aero electromagnetic observation system, onboard air travelling vehicles, can improve the drawbacks of above two approaches, and is thus an irreplaceable constitution in a joint aeromagnetic field survey network. However, how to get prognostics information from avionics earthquake electromagnetic observation system is very important and difficult. Our future research is to use data mining to discover anomalies associated with earthquakes in the aero electromagnetic observation system.
